Top 25 Cultural Elements
of The

CULTURAL ELEMENTS

Spotify Model of Agility
DESCRIPTION

YES

NO

1.

Did You De-Scale First?

Did you start small with a pilot? Did you do your best to de-scale your organization (starting
small) before trying to scale agile to fit your existing large organization?





2.

Can You Emulate Spotify?

Spotify is likely much smaller, younger and less bureaucratic than your company. What have
you done to eliminate the waste of unnecessary rules and layers of bureaucracy?





3.

Is Your Mission Clear?

The stated Spotify mission is to turn the music business upside down. Does your company
have a clear and compelling purpose that aligns and motivates people?





4.

Are Squads True Scrum Teams?

Squads are cross-functional teams that deliver end-to-end functionality. Are your “squads”
capable of end to end delivery? Or do they handoff work to other teams or departments?





5.

Are Your Squads Autonomous?

Autonomy is the key to scaling at Spotify because with autonomy, they don’t need as much
central function. Are the “squads” you created autonomous and self-organizing?





6.

Are Employees Motivated?

Motivation has a higher impact on productivity than any other factor. Is employee motivation
tracked? Are your managers focused on increasing the motivation of each employee?





7.

Do Teams Drive Their Work?

Who makes decisions and drives the work in your organization – managers or the teams?
What is the balance of power between team members and managers?





8.

Are Teams Co-Located?

Spotify co-located the people working together on squads and tribes. Did you co-locate
yours? Does your physical space promote face to face work and impromptu meetings?





9.

Are You Avoiding A.I.N.O.?

Agile in Name Only (AINO) is fake agile. AINO is re-labeling your existing team to a “squad”
and your functional department to a “tribe” without materially changing anything else.





10. Did You Establish Guilds?

Guilds are volunteer-led, cross-cutting groups or communities based on expertise. Did you
establish true guilds or are yours organized around key managers or existing departments?





11.

Is Face-To-Face A Priority?

Does your organization put a priority on face to face communications vs. email or online agile
tools? Do your teams and tribes sit together and are they close to the customers they serve?





12.

Are Your Releases Routine?

Frequent releases are less scary, less risky and easy. They become routine and boring. How
often do you release to Production? Are your releases scary or are they routine and boring?





13. Did You Focus On Cycle Time?

Spotify changed the architecture and invested heavily in CI/CD to get code to production
faster. Have you improved the time it takes you to get changed code live in production?





14. Do You Allow Self-Service?

Did you establish self-service mechanisms for teams to do their work (e.g. setting up new
environments) or are teams slowed down by delays for decisions and approvals?





15. Do You Get Fast Feedback?

Are you shortening your feedback loops? Are you tracking the time between when a team
builds something and when a real customer uses or provides feedback on that feature?





16. Are Your Leaders Servants?

At Spotify, Leaders are Servant Leaders. What is the posture of your managers to your
teams? Do managers serve the teams, or do they think and act like the teams serve them?





17.

Are you set up to run small experiments and track the results? Do you track feature usage in
production? Or do you deploy a long list of requirements to production in a big bang?





18. Do You Host Hackathons?

Do you do hackathons or ShipIt days to foster innovation and motivation? Do you set aside
slack time for experiments, learning and for people to work on whatever they want?





19. Are Experiments Welcomed?

Spotify Teams are encouraged to develop hypothesis and run experiments. They frequently
inspect and adapt their process. Are your teams free to really change how they work?





20. Is Your Culture Healthy?

Healthy cultures lead to healthy process. Is your culture healthy? Do teams lead in fixing
process problems or are your process centrally controlled by an Agile CoE or other group?





21.

What is the balance between chaos and bureaucracy in your organization? Do your managers
actively work to reduce or eliminate overhead so that teams can focus on being productive?





22. Is Awesome A Team Goal?

Spotify teams create a definition of awesome which provides a vision for improvement. Do
your teams have a definition of awesome? Do leaders focus on improving team health?





23. Are Positive Behaviors
Modeled?

Culture is often defined as the “worst behavior that your organization will tolerate”. What are
the behaviors that are tolerated, modeled and rewarded in your organization?





24. Are Your Employees Satisfied?

Do your leaders ask if people enjoy working at your company? Do they track satisfaction or
engagement? What % satisfaction level is acceptable to your leadership and HR department?





25. Are Mistakes Acceptable?

Trust evaporates in environments where mistakes are punished. How are mistakes treated in
your organization? Are team members encouraged to experiment and sometimes fail?





Using Data-Driven Decisions?

Balance Chaos & Bureaucracy?
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